RESILIENT MISSIONS. STREAMLINED TECHNOLOGY.

MOBILE INTELLIGENCE
Increase the effectiveness of emergency management personnel using community engagement applications. Enable dynamic workflows between operations personnel tasked with physical threat and hazard identification.

CONVERGED SECURITY & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Integrate a wide array of systems all on one platform. From surveillance and sensors, to radar, sonar, and alarms, each system increases the chance of early threat identification. Once a threat is detected, a pre-programmed rules engine informed by real-time analytics allows for holistic risk and disaster resilience assessment, agency-wide. With powerful correlation and reporting capabilities, you can understand patterns in threat and hazard identification and use them to improve operations.

UNIFIED CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Conduct mass notifications to personnel and community across a range of networks and devices. Conduct resilience assessments using information delivered over any network, application, or device.

RESILIENT NETWORKS
Continuous network monitoring of infrastructure contains any disruptions to voice communications, while network redundancy allows continuous mission critical communications.

For more information, please visit: MotorolaSolutions.com/FederalCivilian